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Jaguar: The very name conjures up images of speed, power and fearsome beauty. Thus the high-end automobile, its sculpted totem adorning
many of its hoods. Thus its use as a sports mascot, from our own Capital High to Jacksonville's professional football team. And thus the great
feline's increased mystique when, during the past four decades, a few were rediscovered in Arizona. New Mexico, Texas and California also have
histories with that animal. Today its habitat has been reduced and there's human encroachment on what's left of it. Yet still there are sightings ... 

At as long as eight feet and as heavy as 300 pounds, the jaguar is outsized only by tigers and lions. Its fearsome roar and its nighttime prowling
make it a beast of legend, in its Native-language form, yaguara, or, as it's known in Spanish, tigre. Yet for all its William Blake-ish image,
out-and-out attacks on humans are rare. 

In South America, where there are far more of them, and despite more and more laws against shooting them, cattle ranchers consider them fair
game — prompting preservationists' efforts to protect them in the wake of the mid-20th Century fad for jaguar-hide jackets. 

For 20 years, Mexico, whose southeastern jungles and brush-covered mountains so well suit the spotted creature, has outlawed hunting them.
And they've long been considered an endangered-and-then-some species on this side of the international line. 

But what about the line itself? Since the United States' boundaries with Mexico were set a century-and-a-half ago, it's been mostly an imaginary
one: Tall fences at border towns, cattle fences in some places — and open desert across most of New Mexico and Arizona. 

But with the rush north has come foot-by-foot fortressing of our country: perforated-steel plates, concrete-reinforced bars and more cyclone
fences. 

Two years ago, the Republican Congress passed, and President Bush signed, a resolution with provisions for a "secure fence" from San Diego to El
Paso. 

Besides telling the world that America no longer has the self-confidence to keep its frontiers open, the fence — as envisioned by Congress'
xenophobe bloc — would cut many of the jaguars' migration routes. 

Near Sasabe, Ariz., where the border takes a northwesterly diagonal from its mostly east-west run from the El Paso-Santa Teresa area, the
fence-building project is already under way. It includes walls 12 and 18 feet high. And it'll mean the end of a major cat track. 

Will the jaguars go around it, and head north where the walls give way to auto barriers? Maybe. Maybe not. They're known to be even more
nervous than other cats, so the stress could disorient them, with who knows what effects on their health. 

The rash of legislation passed by a panicked Congress since Sept. 11, 2001, includes one allowing the Secretary of Homeland Security to waive
environmental laws in the name of national security, says an excellent report on the jaguar situation by High Country News in its Oct. 15 edition. 

So, the story wonders, when people headed here illegally seek routes around the walls and fences, won't Homeland Security keep extending them
until the entire border is a wall? 

Since there's been no evidence of jaguar breeding on this side of the border, and no females have been seen in the U.S. for 45 years, that would be
the end of naturally occurring jaguars — in a nation where once they ranged from the Pacific to the Deep South, perhaps beyond. 

There's been a move in the now-Democratic House of Representatives, notably by Majority Leader Steny Hoyer of Maryland, to revisit the
border-security plan. And in the Senate, Texas Republicans John Cornyn and Kay Bailey Hutchison also are calling for another look at it. 

For many reasons, Congress should do that. And Rep. Tom Udall, an Appropriations Committee member, should weigh in on cost and waste
issues. 

Unlike many endangered species, the jaguar has a noble image; one lending itself to public — and political — support. Before our border-security
people commit the country to another inch of barricades, the jaguar should play a high-visibility role in the debate.


